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Abstract
In this capstone project, we propose a solution to the business problem being facing by one of the
satellite companies in UAE, Yahsat. They are providing broadband (internet) services through
satellite for wide area in the world including Middle East, Asia and Africa. Specifically, in South
Africa, they noticed that they are losing some customers and at the same time the number of
customers is not as what was anticipated when they entered the business there. So, increasing the
number of customers will increase the revenue, which is the main goal of the company. For Yahsat
Company to achieve their business goals, different predictive analytics models were designed and
developed in order to come up with a decision scheme that will evaluate each of the areas’
characteristics and give a weight for each characteristic. That will allow to come up with a
model/solution that will be able to determine the most profitable areas to focus on each city in that
specific country. These areas have been studied along with graphs, figures, and statistical results.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The idea is related to where I work, Yahsat. It is the UAE’s leading satellite operator that provides
multipurpose satellite solutions (government and commercial) for broadband, broadcast, defense,
and communications use across the Middle East, Africa, Europe, Brazil, Central and South West
Asia.
One of the main sectors in Yahsat is YahClick, which is the broadband solution that mainly focuses
on Brazil and Africa. Focusing on Africa, the main task on YahClick team is to find the business
opportunity within each country in Africa.
Raising the revenue by adding more customers to the portfolio is a goal for YahClick team,
especially in Africa. In a market, full of challenges where the countries are less developed and no
data or information shared, it is become challenging to the business owners specially the new
businesses that are coming from outside the country, to start understanding the supply and demand.
This will lead to have mis-focused business where the focus on some areas and the demand is on
different areas, which will lead to the collapsing of the business model and will increase the losses
and reduce the revenue.

1.2 Statement of problem

Yahsat is a satellite provider in UAE, which provides broadband internet connectivity through
satellite for wide area in the World specifically in Africa region. During the operation, they noticed
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that they are losing customers and the churn rate is increased rapidly. In this project with the data
analytics, I will develop a model and solution that will predict the prospective areas/parts of the
cities within a specific African country, that they request the broadband (internet) services served
by the company. In other words, increase the number of customers by defining the profitable areas
to focus on, that will eventually increase the revenue.

1.3 Project goals
The main goal is to predict the prospective customers within South Africa. To do that, different
factors and attributes have been considered to come up with a model to determine the highest
opportunity areas to the lowest. Some of these attributes are GDP, education level in house,
electricity availability in house, water availability in house, total income per house, 3G/4G
availability in town, etc.

1.4 Methodology
In this project, the CRISP-DM methodology is selected. CRISP-DM has been consistently the
most commonly used methodology for analytics, data mining and data science projects. The
CRISP-DM methodology have six iterative phases:
1. Business understanding:
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a. Objective: As discussed earlier in the above sections, the main business objective is to
increase the revenue by increasing the number of subscribers to the satellite broadband
services provided by YahClick.
b. Assumptions and limitations: having access to YahClick data will be a challenging issue
as it is a secure data that the company is not willing to share externally. I will continue
trying to at least have some insights to the current situation of YahClick market, which
will allow us to compare the results out of this project with the real situation in the ground.
However, not having these data will not be an obstacle to continue with the project.
c. Data finding: We will start by searching the datasets that contain the needed and relevant
information about that country that could be essential in the analysis stage. Datasets that
contain information about the following aspects will be highly beneficial:
i.

The population per area/city.

ii.

Growth of population rate per area/city.

iii.

GDP per area/city.

iv.

Availability of water in houses per area/city. In case not available, distance
to the nearest water source from house.

v.

Availability of electricity in houses per area/city.

vi.

Number and location of the telecommunication towers (3G and 4G) within
the area/city if there is any in that specific area/city.

vii.

The change of number of these towers over the last 5 years.

viii.

Family income per area/city.

ix.

Change in income over the last 5 years per area/city.

x.

Education level in houses per area/city.
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xi.

Main jobs within area/city.

d. Risks: finding datasets in all the mentioned categories in an African country may face a
shortage. This will savagely affect the outcomes and the anticipated results.

2. Data understanding:
a. Before starting the pre-processing stage, we will have a quick look into the data through
going into a summarize statistics.
b. We will demonstrate some features showing the relations between each attribute and the
other attributes.
c. That will allow us to know exactly what should be done in the pre-processing stage.

3. Data preparation:
a. Cleaning data is the task, when we will start deleting unnecessary variables that are not
adding value at all. Also missing values in each variable will be handled through either
taking the mean of the values in that specific column or by choosing the most common
repetitive value or by giving a null value to all the missing values.
b. We will deal with the outliers from each variable.
c. We will be working in combining them in a single dataset. Several combining variables
could be taken into consideration, such as combining them per:
i. Area / city.
ii. Coordination of the area/city.
d. Several techniques will be used. Some of them are:
i. Data normalization: to have a normal distribution if possible.
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ii. Discretization: to divide the data into different categories based on the
attributes.
iii. Data aggregation.

4. Modelling:
In data processing stage, our analysis will be mix of several types. We will use descriptive analysis
to illustrate the current situation in terms of the distribution of the 3G/4G towers within each city.
Then, we will use diagnostic analysis to select the main areas that needs to be served with internet
based on the descriptive analysis done earlier. After that, we will do a predictive analysis to
demonstrate the future coverage of the 3G/4G network based on the trend found in the data over
the time. That will allow us to see the main areas that will be out of network in the future, which
they should have the main focus to serve them with the satellite broadband services.

1.5 Limitations of the Study
Unfortunately, data from Yahclick were not able to be obtained due to security and confidentiality
reasons. That was a limit to our study in terms of knowing the customers who unsubscribe from
the internet and their locations.

5

Chapter 2 – Literature Review
The consumers for satellite internet services have different patterns in a specific country. There is
stiff competition in the market, adopting the technology is different and market acceptance of
broadband is quit not similar.
Murphy (2016), presented that consumers are aggressively coming up with a way of finding its
customers in a given country. An example is the Star Band Company which produce high-speed
broadband to its customers in the United States. This company has greatly benefited from the
American environment which is very competitive.
Jahn (2012) argued that consumers have accepted Star Band Company because of its regular
advertisement of the services it offers, and the citizens are aware of it. In this case, when finding
the customer satellite in relation with StarBand there must be key components models with the
United States. StarBand has strived to provide customers with the best services. This is through
delivering and enabling the customers to shift to high services in the use of the internet.
Rossotto (2014) explained that Star Band has come up with ways to reintroduce new and better
services to customers, at the same time, it is striving to make huge profits and feasible in the
business.
Aqqal (2015), presented StarBand attracting more retailers who are finding their ways in
expanding business. As the retailers struggle to engage in businesses, chances are that more
customers will be attracted to this retailer.
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Shalin (2017) discussed for achieving the largest broadband coverage in a given country, there
should be the use of technologies in matters concerning satellite. Finding customers means making
available broadband services to rural areas. This is because individuals in a given country are
spread out in these areas. In North America, broadband services are acquired by only five per cent
of the population.
Kotze (2019) stated that providers of broadband depict that only a limited number of customers
are ready to give up these services when handling their business at hard times. Raja (2010), speaks
of customers getting the fastest speed they should consider Viasat which is the fastest internet. The
speed and data given by this corporation are higher, the customers can get services where they
reside. Making Viasat be more appropriate and efficient for the customers in a given country. The
prices in Viasat rises during the first two months and its opponent only maintain its prices for the
rest of the contract.
Gerard (2020) suggested that the prices of Hughes Net are bit standard and more convenient.
Moreover, customers should first consider the location in their place of residency before acquiring
Hughes Net.
It has to be noted that the average global urban population growth rate of the cities is currently
1.84% a year. With cities like Johannesburg, Cape Town have a population growth of 1-2%
annually, but being a developing country, South Africa has a huge rural and sub urban population
where the annual growth rate varies from 4-7% annually. These rural and sub-urban cities which
have a huge scope of satellite business growth and are demanding high speed internet connectivity
at a good price.
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Atayero (2011) states that It is because of the undeniable reality that optimizing satellite
communications will stimulate national growth and pull an economy out of the woods and push
the development. On a regular basis, the developed countries are growing through offering a costeffective approach and affordable connectivity to meet the needs of the emerging community,
defence and security and revenue diversification needs of these economies, and satellite
communication provides a strong platform for providing data, information and communication
technology platform to drive economic growth. In special cases where rough geography, climatic
conditions or territories isolated by wide bodies of water make traditional telecommunications
impractical, it is the only viable network.
Botta (2013) indicates that the context of Internet access technology and the sentiment is shifting
with the advent of new generation satellite communication networks and constellation satellite.
Satellite networks have long been regarded for specialized uses or as backup technologies for users
not covered by modern access networks, such as 3G, cable or ADSL, in metropolitan and
developing areas where there is a complete system already installed for 3G and 4G connectivity.
However, new satellite solutions have been launched in the market in recent years, reopening the
discussion on the possibility of providing high-performance satellite connectivity networks
through cities that continue to build information and communication technology infrastructure.
Wood (2008) observed that emerging African nations, such as South Africa, have a very strong
satellite dependence, with more than 70% of their international satellite traffic being borne by most
countries. There is a tremendous opportunity for next-generation innovations to address traffic
issues in developed countries with almost half of Africa's foreign satellite capacity, but the shortage
of funds, resources, equipment or knowledge has led to developing countries not using satellite
technology to its maximum potential.
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Chapter 3- Project Description

3.1 Description

The main goal is to predict the prospective customers within one chosen country in Africa. We
chose South Africa for the research. To do that, different factors and attributes will be considered
to come up with a model to determine the highest opportunity areas to the lowest. Some of these
attributes are: GDP, education level in house, electricity availability in house, water availability in
house, total income per house, 3G/4G availability in town, etc.
We are using a few data sets which serves our purpose in solving the business problem. The
datasets are open source and can be directly downloaded. The very first data of our analysis is
from United Nations and World Bank which consists of the different indicators about the different
cities of the South Africa. The indicators can help us to understand the different major cities of our
interests based on the factors. The second data of our consideration is from the OpenCellID.Org
Database which provides the information of the various Cell Towers across the different locations
of the world with a few more parameters by the years.
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3.2 Data Exploration and Understanding

The South African cities Indicators data has 133 indicators for the 213 cities of South Africa, the
data was collected in the end of 2019. The different indicators can be categorised into several types
such as based on Population (e.g. Total Population of the cities, Density of Population per sq. km.,
Total number of households and the size of Households), Based on Gender (e.g. Total Male
Population and Total Female Population), Based on Marital Status, Based on Education, Based on
Age, Based on Purchasing Power, Based on Expenses (e.g. Food and Beverages, Personal Care,
Electronic and It Products, Textile, Medical, Maintenance, Recreational Activities, Sports and
Toys, Books and Stationary, Tobacco etc. ).
The following table 1 is the basic Statistics of the dataset for South Africa cities Indicators.
Name

Value

Rows

213

Columns

133

Discrete columns

3

Continuous columns

130

All missing columns

0

Missing observations

0

Complete Rows

213

Table 1 Statistics of the dataset for South Africa cities Indicators
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The second dataset taken from OpenCellID.Org which is the world's largest Open Database of Cell
Towers providing Mobile Operator coverage across the world. OpenCellID is a collaborative
community project that collects GPS positions of cell towers and their corresponding location area
identity. The data of the South Africa was downloaded from the OpenCellID for boosting the
analysis and coming up with more constructive conclusions and insights. Table 2 is the basic
Statistics of the dataset for OpenCellID Database for South Africa.
Name

Value

Rows

502,528

Columns

17

Discrete columns

3

Continuous columns

14

All missing columns

0

Missing observations

0

Complete Rows

502,528

Table 2 Statistics of the dataset for OpenCellID Database for South Africa

Figure 1 shows the different variable present in the Cell Towers Database. The different columns
in the Cell Towers Database provide information about the type of connection such as LTE, UMTS
or GSM and associated Mobile Network Codes in MCC, area of coverage, average signal served,
the creation date of the tower and the updating date of each tower with the geolocation of each
tower in latitude and longitude coordinates. This data will be merged with the South African cities
Indicator dataset to extract more useful insights.
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Figure 1 Variables Present in the Open Cell Towers Database
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Chapter 4- Project Analysis
4.1 Exploratory Data Analysis

In the last section, we had a quick look into the data through going into a summarize
statistics. For the next stage of the analysis which is exploratory data analysis and data
exploration using extensive visualizations, we performed pre-processing of the data such as
checking for the missing values in each column more closely, checking the distributions of the
columns and the treatment of the outliers. It was found that the South African cities Indicators
data had no missing values and outliers, but the Cell Towers Database has so missing values
which were imputed by the median of the columns. There were also some outliers present in
the data, which were found using the box plot analysis approach, which were also replaced.
We also had to perform some data conversion steps which involved conversion of the variables
to correct data types and extraction of year from the date time column etc. After the preprocessing, the next stage was to perform exploratory data analysis.
In the exploratory data analysis stage, we will demonstrate some features showing the relations
between each attribute with the other attributes which will allow us to get very useful insights
and the trends and patterns present in the dataset. Firstly, we looked at the South African cities
Indicators database and plotted some of the top indicators to have a glance on the top cities and
bottom cities for the various indicators present in the data. Figure 2 below shows the Total
Population of the cities. It can be observed that top five cities which are the City of
Johannesburg, The City of Cape Town, eThekwini, The City of Ekurhuleni and the City
of Tshwane are the most populous cities of the South Africa. On the other hand, Kareeberg,
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Richtersveld, KhÃ¢i-Ma, Renosterberg, Kamiesberg and Laingsburg are the least
populated cities in South Africa.

Figure 2 Total Population of the cities
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In a similar way, we compared the Total Male Population and Total Female Population by the
cities, as shown in the figure 3 and 4. It can be seen that the trends are almost. Next, we decided
to the compare the indicators in a different to get more self-explanatory analysis.

Figure 3 Total Male Population by the Cities

Figure 4 Total Female Population by the cities
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Since, we had a large number of cities which are difficult to analyse and explore though the
bar charts and also a large number of indicators, we further categorised the indicators to three
major types and selected the top 20 cities of South Africa for the analysis and comparison. We
used format table with color bars to make the comparison more self-explanatory.
We created three categories to classify the different indicators which are the following:
1. Population, Age and Gender (as shown in Figure 5)
a. Population Density per Sq. km.,
b. Total Male Population,
c. Total Female Population,
d. Total Households,
e. Total Population Age.0.14,
f. Total Population Age.15.29,
g. Total Population Age.30.44,
h. Total Population Age.45.59,
i. Total Population Age.60.
2. Employment and Education (as shown in Figure 6)
a. 2018 - Unemployed Population,
b. Edu No Schooling,
c. Edu Some Primary,
d. Edu Completed Primary,
e. Edu Some Secondary,
f. Edu Grade.12. Std. 10,
g. Edu Higher,
h. Edu Unspecified,
i. Edu Not Applicable
2. Expenses and Preferences (as shown in Figure 7)
a. Purchasing Power Per Capita,
b. Food Beverage Per Capita,
c. Alcoholic Beverage Per Capita,
d. Tobacco Per Capita,
e. Clothing Per Capita,
f. Footwear Per Capita,
g. Medical Products Per Capita,
h. Electronics IT Per Capita,
i. Books Stationery Per Capita
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Figure 5 Cities of South African compared on Population and Age, Gender

City of Ekurhuleni, Nelson Mandela Bay, Emfuleni and Msunduzi have comparatively a
higher Population density as compared to the other cities balanced by the Total Populations
which tells that, these cities are more crowded as compared to their counterparts.
Again, City of Ekurhuleni has more population of the people of age 30 to 45 which tells that
there are more people of working class, and also possess more of the male population as
compared to their counterparts.

Figure 6 Cities of South African compared on Employment and Education

Although City of Johannesburg has the maximum number of employed people, but it is also
the most populated city of South Africa. What was interesting to note was that the City of
Ekurhuleni and City of Tshwane has more unemployed people as compared to other cities
17

based on the total population. Emfuleni, Buffalo City and a few other cities also share the same
category of more unemployed people based on the percentages. These cities also are the ones,
where the people are more uneducated and with no schooling.

Figure 7 Cities of South African compared on Expenses and Preferences

Based on the expenditures table, we can see that City of Ekurhuleni has a greater Purchasing
power per capita as compared to the counter parts. City of Tshwane is a highlight in terms of
Purchasing power per capita and it can be found that, City of Tshwane is second top city of
South Africa based on the Purchasing power per capita which indicates good sign of the growth
of business in these cities. Rustenberg, Emalahleni and city of Matlosana are also among
the cities which have high expenditure on the utilities and Purchasing Power as compared to
the other cities of the same population.
Other cities which have high Purchasing Power and expenses relatively more than counterpart
cities of similar population are Steve Tshwete, Govan Mbeki, Mogale City, Stellenbosch,
Metsimaholo, Midvaal, Saldanha Bay, Mossel Bay, Overstrand, Thaba Chweu, Knysna,
Gamagara, KhÃ¢i-Ma which are the potential cities for frowning the business further and
implementing expansion plans.
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Next, we looked into the Cell Towers Dataset to look for more insights. It provides information
about all the towers which have been created and updated since 2010 to 2020. We firstly looked
for the trend of the creation and updating of the towers across the cities of the South Africa.
Figure 8 shows the Number of Towers Created and Updated across the entire cities of the South
Africa.

Figure 8 Number of Towers Created and Updated across the cities

For each year from 2008 to 2020 all newly registered cell towers were plotted. The
above chart highlights that the registering and updating of cell towers has become more active
in the past year and trend is also uprising. The month with the highest pick of new cell towers
registered was March 2016. A relatively similar sudden change on the number of new cell
towers registered is seen in April 2009 as well. Next, we plotted and looked into the
Concentration of Towers in South Africa using google maps and geo locations provided in the
dataset as shown in the figure 9.
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Figure 9 Concentration of Towers in South Africa using Maps and Geo locations

The above chart reveals that cell towers are positioned along main transport routes across the
South Africa as well as in major urban centres. We were also interested in looking into the type
of radio/cell towers. Figure 10 shows the Concentration of Towers in South Africa based on
Type.

Figure 10 Concentration of Towers in South Africa using Geo-locations by Tower Types
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The red dots in the above chart shows the GSM cell towers, the blue dots represent the LTE
cell towers and the black dots represent the UMTS cell towers across the different geo-locations
of the cities of South Africa. We also investigated the Distribution of Cell Tower Type by the
Cities across the year to get the idea of the number of cell towers installed.

Figure 11 Distribution of Cell Tower Type by the Cities across the Year

It confirms that in 2016, the maximum number of cell towers were installed in the cities of
South Africa with an increasing trend, but that has dropped significantly over the last few years
which shows that the infrastructure was built during the period of 2008-2016. Another thing
which can be seen from the figure 11 is that the number of LTE cell towers have increased. On
the other hand, UMTS and GSM cell towers have decreased also shown in figure 12.
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Figure 12 Distribution of Cell Tower Type by the Cities across the Year distinctively

We also plotted the creation of the cell towers on the google maps with the geo-locations
provided across the period of time as shown in the figure 13 to figure 25.

Figure 13 Cell Tower Distribution - 2008

Figure 14 Cell Tower Distribution - 2009
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Figure 15 Cell Tower Distribution - 2010

Figure 18 Cell Tower Distribution - 2013

Figure 16 Cell Tower Distribution - 2011
Figure 19 Cell Tower Distribution - 2014

Figure 17 Cell Tower Distribution - 2012

Figure 20 Cell Tower Distribution - 2015
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Figure 21 Cell Tower Distribution - 2016

Figure 22 Cell Tower Distribution - 2017

Figure 24 Cell Tower Distribution - 2019

Figure 25 Cell Tower Distribution - 2020

Figure 23 Cell Tower Distribution - 2018
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It confirms that in 2016, the maximum number of cell towers were installed in the cities of
South Africa with an increasing trend, but that has dropped significantly over the last few years
which shows that the infrastructure was built during the period of 2008-2016. From the data of
the cities of South Africa for Indicators was collected for the year 2019, we took the subset of
the Cell towers database and merged them together. The city names were not provided in the
Cell towers database. So firstly, we extracted the city names based on the geographical
coordinates. The two datasets were merged finally based on the city names. We were interested
to look into the population of the cities and the number of cell towers installed. Figure 26 shows
the Cell tower counts versus Total population of the different cities. Figure 27 and 28 shows
the Cell tower counts vs. Total Households and Cell tower counts vs. Electronics and IT Total
Expenses respectively. The major insights and learning from these graphs are to find the key
areas and geo graphical locations where we have more population and lesser number of cell
towers based on the three considered variables.

Figure 26 Cell tower counts vs. Total Population by the cities
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The locations such as Insitka, yetha, Lekwa Teemane, Moses, Kotane, Greater Letaka,
Musina, Port St. Johns, Msukaligwa, Blouberg, Merafong City, Thalumela, Nyandeni,
Emalahleni, New Castle, Medibeng etc. which lies above the regression line higher on the yaxis and lower in the x-axis are the potential locations where there is much scope for the growth
of business and gaining more customers.

Figure 27 Cell tower counts vs. Total Households by the cities

Figure 28 Cell tower counts vs. Electronics and IT Total Expenses by the cities
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We also investigated the Age of the population by the cities and the number of cell towers
shown in the figure 29, similar trends could be seen which are the same as shown in the total
population versus number of towers by the cities.

Figure 29 Age of Population wise Coverage of Cell Towers by the cities

Finally, we checked the distribution of Cell Tower Type by the Cities as shown in the figure
30 which can again strengthen the decision of selecting the top locations for gaining more
customers.

Figure 30 Distribution of Cell Tower Type by the Cities
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Figure 31 shows the bubble map for the total population of the cities of the South Africa, it can
be clearly seen that the cities which we discussed above -having the highest cell coverage as
well as the populations- are spread across the coastline of the country, despite the cities in the
north eastern part, which also have high population density.

Figure 31 Population Density Map of the cities of South Africa

Figure 32 shows the map for the Electronics and IT Expenses of the people per-capita
and it can be seen that per capita or average expenses incurred by the people on Electronics
and Information Technology services is almost similar for the entire country and all the
different cities. The potential locations for Yahsat for seeking a new market for its customer
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would be suitable in the locations where there is lesser number of cell towers but high percapita spending.

Figure 32 Map for the Electronics and IT Expenses of the people per-capita

Finally, for confirming the potential locations we also looked into the number of cell
towers spreaded across the cities on the map of South Africa. Figure 33 shows the bubble map
of number of Cell Towers in the cities and it can be clearly seen that it verifies our conslusion
which we dereived earlier, the cell towers are highly distributed in the top and populous cities
only making the neighbourhood cities and the cities with intermediate population a better
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market for Yahsat to seek potential customers for its internet service, and hence an inresaed
revenue.

Figure 33 Map of Number of Cell Towers in the cities
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4.2 Machine Learning Modelling

In this section, we used the Machine Learning algorithms combined with the results of the
Exploratory Data Analysis that we conducted in the last section of the research. Although, there
are number of machine learning algorithms that are available to us, but the one which we found
best suited for solving our business problem based on the characteristics of the datasets and the
variable we have, are limited. We are also limited by the variables that are present in our final
dataset which can be used for training supervised machine learning algorithms such as
Classification, which consists of most of the type of machine learning algorithms generally.
The Cell Towers data which we obtained from the Open Cell Database data has a unique
characteristic, which is time. All the observations are recorded based on time, such as the
creation of the tower and updating of the tower with the geo-locations and the numerical
features and categorical features which are associated with the tower installed. One of the aims
is exploiting the time dependent characteristics of our data and then come up with a forecasting
model which can be used to predict the number of towers which will be installed in the different
cities across South Africa.
Although it has been observed that all the big cities have already developed infrastructure of
the Cell Towers providing 4G and 3G connectivity which provides high speed internet
connectivity at its best in those cities, our major concern will be to find the cities or the
geographical locations in South Africa, which are less populated by the UTMS and LTE
towers.
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4.2.1 ARIMA TIME SERIES
The time series analysis was conducted on the Cell Towers database across the cities and
focused on building ARIMA time series forecasting models, which can forecast the values for
a period of one year.
There are also other insights which were extracted from the time series analysis such as finding
the areas which are next ready for accumulating the facilities and services such as high-speed
internet connectivity. These in turn is surely giving a business opportunity of growth for not
only the Mobile Cell Towers, but Satellite Internet Providers like Yahsat. Figure 34-38 shows
the time series ARIMA forecasts plots along with the historical data of the total number of cell
towers in the top 5 cities having the maximum number of cell towers (LTE, UMTS). It can be
seen that these cities have very large number of Cell towers which are present already in the
city in huge number covering the different geo-locations of the city. The forecasted line of the
number of towers which will be installed in 2021 is shown with the marked region at the end
of each plot. The scope for Yahsat to grow the market as a satellite internet provider is not
much as far as these cities are concerned as these cities are already having the 4G internet
connectivity with thousands of towers spread across the geographical locations. The top cities
of South Africa which have the highest number of cell towers are listed below, also as we can
see from the forecast that the curve demonstrates creation of new cell towers every month of
the coming year 2021.
▪

City of Cape Town,

▪

City of Johannesburg,

▪

City of Tshwane,

▪

City of eThekwini,

▪

City of Ekurhuleni
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Figure 34 Number of Cell Towers Installed Over the Time
in City of Cape Town

Figure 37 Number of Cell Towers Installed Over the Time
in City of Ekurhuleni

Figure 35 Number of Cell Towers Installed Over the Time
in City of Johannesburg

Figure 38 Number of Cell Towers Installed Over the Time
in City of eThekwin

Figure 36 Number of Cell Towers Installed Over the Time
in City of Tshwane
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Next, we focused on the cities which have the minimum number of cell towers spread across
their geographical locations which can be seen as the best locations for targeting the customers
for providing the satellite internet connectivity. The following are the cities which have seen
the least growth on the number of towers over the period of time.
▪

City of Kareeberg,

▪

City of Richtersveld,

▪

City of Nxuba,

▪

City of Siyathemba,

▪

City of Meir

Although, looking at the ARIMA forecasts it seems like that the number of cell towers have a
good positive slope in all these cities, but on the other hand the number of installed cell towers
until 2020 and the previous pattern confirms that the coverage by towers is not much spread
across all the locations in these cities as represented by the y-axis values. It was also found that
the per capita expenses of the people of these cities was also considerable from the last chapter
in the bubble map for the expenses made by the per-capita on the electronics and IT which
confirms that these cities are the potential locations for Yahsat to provide satellite internet
connectivity.
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Figure 39 Number of Cell Towers Installed Over the Time
in City of Kareeberg

Figure 40 Number of Cell Towers Installed Over the Time
in City of Siyathemba

Figure 42 Number of Cell Towers Installed Over the Time
in City of Richtersveld

Figure 43 Number of Cell Towers Installed Over the Time
in City of Meir

Figure 41 Number of Cell Towers Installed Over the Time
in City of Nxuba
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4.2.2 DB-SCAN Clustering
In addition, Clustering algorithms used, which are unsupervised machine learning algorithms. The
main motive behind using Clustering was to find the best geolocation within the clusters that are
having less coverage by the cell towers. For this project, DB-SCAN clustering was used that is
also known as Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise, as per Chauhan
(2020). DBSCAN is a clustering algorithm which helps in finding the core samples of high density
and expands clusters from them, and it is also best suited for the data which contains clusters of
similar density. Another important advantage of using DB-SCAN is, we need to not find the
optimal number of clusters similar in K-means and Hierarchical Clustering. It also asks for the
epsilon which can specified while running the algorithm. Epsilon is the maximum distance
between two samples for one to be considered as in the neighbourhood of the other. This is not a
maximum bound on the distances of points within a cluster and considered as the most important
DBSCAN parameter to choose appropriately for the data set and distance function. The only
disadvantage of using DB-SCAN is that it has a large memory issues which constraints which
makes it time costly to implement on the huge datasets.
Figure 44 shows the clusters which are present in the across the latitudes and latitude of the cities
of South Africa. It can be seen there are 4-5 clusters, with one cluster almost spreading across the
coast lines and border lines of South Africa and north-eastern part. This suggest that there are
location in the between or on the other clusters which can be the potential locations for Yahsat for
gaining more customers.
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Figure 44 Clusters across the map of South Africa

This clustered data was also visualized on the google map of South Africa, which is shown in the
figure 45. We also marked the cities with the names on the graph, which can help us in finding all
locations that are the best locations. It can be clearly understood that these cities are the
neighbourhood of the most populous cities, which are the potential locations for us to recommend
to Yahsat.
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Figure 45 Clusters across the map of South Africa with the cities

The clustering of the merged dataset consisting information about the cell towers and indicators
can be summarised by the following table which shows the various clusters and locations in those
clusters.
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

Cluster 5

27 locations in (Khara Hais, 99954 locations 5 locations 7 Locations 7 locations
Kareeberg, Karoo Hoogland, across various in
Kai! in Khâi-Ma
in Hantam
Khâi-Ma, Mier, Richtersveld, cities in the SA Garib
Siyancuma, Siyathemba)
Table 3 Clusters on the merged dataset
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In addition, these cities were visualized with the number of Cell towers on the line plots, which
also suggests that apart from a few cities, their coverage of the Cell towers is not that dense as
compared to the top and populous cities of South Africa as shown in figure 46.

Figure 46 Number of Cell Towers across the cities through the years

Figure 47 and Figure 50 shows the cities with the maximum and minimum number of Cell Towers
in the year 2020. On the other hand, Figure 48 and Figure 49 shows the forecasted values of the
number of cell towers in cities with maximum and minimum cell towers in 2021. The cities with
the maximum number of cell towers are not the locations which are the best of our interest but the
cities with the minimum number of cell towers.
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Figure 47 Top Cities with the maximum Cell Towers in 2020

City
1 City of Johannesburg

Cell Towers in 2020
112800

2

City of Cape.Town

58818

3

City of Tshwane

54287

4

Ekurhuleni

45999

5

Ethekwini

43527

6

Nelson.Mandela.Bay

8502

7

Mangaung

7197

8

Mogale.City

6934

9

Buffalo.City

6268

10

Emfuleni

5904

11

The.Msunduzi

5374

12

Mbombela

5119

13

Polokwane

5056

14

Rustenburg

4298

15

Madibeng

4149

16

Hibiscus.Coast

3791

17

Stellenbosch

3721

18

Emalahleni

3354

19

Midvaal

2864

20

City.of.Matlosana

2816

21

Tlokwe.City.Council

2508
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22

Drakenstein

2494

23

uMhlathuze

2491

24

Steve.Tshwete

2445

25

Matjhabeng

2296

26

KwaDukuza

2237

27

NA.

2191

28

George

2167

29

Govan.Mbeki

1988

30

King.Sabata.Dalindyebo

1982

31

Lesedi

1870

32

Sol.Plaatjie

1710

33

Bushbuckridge

1667

34

Mossel.Bay

1656

35

Greater.Tzaneen

1613

36

Newcastle

1520

37

Thulamela

1454

38

uMngeni

1420

39

Emakhazeni

1401

40

Mogalakwena

1369

41

Nkomazi

1325

42

Makhado

1295

43

Bela.Bela

1285

44

Randfontein

1278

45

Kouga

1275

46

Victor.Khanye

1264

47

Metsimaholo

1118

48

Mafikeng

1081

49

Overstrand

1074

50

Moqhaka

1067

Table 4 Top Cities with highest Cell Towers in 2020
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Figure 48 Top Cities with the forecasted number of Cell Towers in 2021 with maximum Cell Towers

Figure 49 Top Cities with the minimum Cell Towers in 2021
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Figure 50 Top Cities with the forecasted number of Cell Towers in 2020 with minimum Cell Towers

Cell Towers in 2020
1

City
Mthonjaneni

137

2

Siyancuma

135

3

Port.St.Johns

135

4

Magareng

134

5

Kwa.Sani

134

6

Hlabisa

134

7

Mamusa

133

8

Tswelopele

128

9

Dikgatlong

126

10

Ephraim.Mogale

125

11

Msinga

125

12

Kagisano.Molopo

120

13

Intsika.Yethu

117

14

Ubuntu

114

15

Dannhauser

110

16

Maphumulo

110

17

Kannaland

106

18

Kgatelopele

104
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19

Nama.Khoi

104

20

Mutale

99

21

Sakhisizwe

94

22

eDumbe

89

23

Matatiele

89

24

Fetakgomo

86

25

Thembelihle

84

26

Phokwane

84

27

Ratlou

80

28

Indaka

74

29

X.Kheis

72

30

Kamiesberg

69

31

Elundini

69

32

Nkandla

67

33

Hantam

64

34

Tsolwana

56

35

Senqu

54

36

Ikwezi

54

37

Baviaans

49

38

Nqutu

46

39

Ntambanana

46

40

Impendle

44

41

Karoo.Hoogland

38

42

Khâi.Ma

37

43

Renosterberg

35

44

Inkwanca

34

45

Ntabankulu

33

46

Gariep

31

47

Kareeberg

24

48

Siyathemba

20

49

Nxuba

18

50

Richtersveld

14

51

Mier

12
Table 5 Top Cities with lowest Cell Towers in 2020
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Chapter 5 Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
South Africa has good number of cities which can be targeted for business growth and increasing
revenue by gaining more customers. In this project, number of predictive analytic methods were
used to conduct the analysis and come forward with a number of suggestions for Yahsat to target
the best potential areas across the different cities of South Africa to expand their business and seek
more internet subscribers, and hence an increased revenue. The use of exploratory data analysis
and visualization methods helped us hugely in extracting these conclusions, which were boosted
by the Time Series analysis ARIMA forecasting methods and DB-SCAN clustering algorithm.
Although individuals will turn into mobile internet services, the non-residential subscribers such
as hospitals and schools in the non-coverage areas will still require the broadband services.

5.2 Recommendations
There are a few cities such as Cape Town, Johannesburg, Tshwane, eThekwini, Ekurhuleni which
contains highly developed infrastructure as compared to the other cities. There are over 150 + more
cities in South Africa which are ready for the growth and have a huge potential for accumulating
any business and looking forward to the services such as high-speed internet connectivity with an
intermediate population and high per capita spending. In addition, focusing on businesses and non-
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residential entities to be our customers as they are more welling to have fix internet services than
mobile internet service.

5.3 Future Work
The collection of more specific data which presents more information at local and regional level
about the spending of the people on various elements like the spend on Information,
Communication and Technology products and services can be further used comprised with the
connectivity of the regional level data on the spread of mobile towers. That can prove to be more
helpful in deciding the potential locations. The data of the indicators which shows the various
aspect of the cities such as total population, GDP, expenses on various things which was available
to us for the year 2019, was quite helpful in targeting the potential locations based on statistics. If
the data of the same characteristics from year 2010 to present can be obtained, it can prove to be
very helpful.
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